




Reflecting (on) the Other: Jewish-Christian Relations in Cligès and MS Michael 569(*)
By Naomi Howell

MS Michael 569 is a late thirteenth-century Hebrew miscellany, located in the Oriental section of the Bodleian library along with other manuscripts collected by the bibliophile Heimann Joseph Michael (d. 1846).​[1]​ Shelved alongside it—the two manuscripts touching, but for their protective boxes—is MS Michael 569*, containing fragments of Chrétien de Troyes’s twelfth-century romance, Cligès.​[2]​ For nearly half a millennium these two texts comprised a single manuscript, one which I will call MS Michael 569(*). In spite of their centuries-old union, of which each still bears indelible marks, they have never been studied in relation to one another. Rather, they have commonly been described and discussed in a way that displays little or no indication of their long relationship. This essay will explore how the life of a Hebrew manuscript became intertwined with that of one of the masterpieces of French Christian romance, and how their conjunction might have been understood by the interpretive communities that used and valued Michael 569(*) in the fourteenth century and beyond.​[3]​ 
In its first section, this essay considers the history of the manuscript, from its creation and patching down to its disaggregation and current condition. The second part examines the relationship between francophone Jews and the culture(s) they inhabited, including their responses to romance. Finally, I argue that the mingling of Christian and Jewish and of profane and sacred traditions that is, or was, accomplished in the pages of Michael 569(*) is prefigured in Cligès itself. In a close reading of the some of the passages of the romance represented on the patches of the Michael 569(*), especially the heroine’s feigned death and her encounter with three doctors from Salerno, I explore echoes of Judeo-Christian relations in the twelfth century, including the legacy of the First Crusade, to argue that even the chance propinquity of these manuscripts can shed light not only on the world of subsequent readers but on the fictional world of the romance itself. In common with a number of recent studies, this article reveals a complex and not always antagonistic dialogue between the Jews and Christians of the French-speaking world in and after the twelfth century.​[4]​

The Manuscript
Comprised of 120 folios, Michael 569 forms part of a set of three related manuscripts produced by the scribe Isaac.​[5]​ (Like many medieval Jewish scribes, and in spite of rabbinical prohibition, he cleverly identifies himself through acrostics and other means, such as decorating the name “Isaac” when it occurs in his text.​[6]​) The manuscripts can be dated with reasonable precision to 1289 from the calendrical cycles contained in Michael 569, and this dating is further supported by a reference to the eminent Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg (d. 1293) in his lifetime.​[7]​ Michael 569 was produced for a francophone Jewish community, and Isaac transliterates several French words into Hebrew lettering.​[8]​ A substantial, medium-sized codex, about 12.5 x 8.5 x 2 inches in size and comprised of creamy, in places yellow-brown, pages of parchment, Michael 569 was probably commissioned by a wealthy patron to serve the local Jewish community, for which it would have been an item of profound importance. Its varied contents comprise liturgies, including services for the festival of Sukkot, several chapters of the Massekhet Derek ‘Eretz, a fragment of the Sefer Hasidim, a didactic poem by Sahlal Gaon, a range of texts bearing on astrology, prognostication, and the interpretation of dreams, and finally the Birkot Maharam of Meir of Rothenburg.​[9]​ The severe wear and tear of many of the folios, discolored by many hands, testifies to its heavy use. Comments in Hebrew added in the margins (including kabbalistic notes and medical recipes based on seasons of the year) reflect the varying responses of different readers of this codex and the dynamic part it played in a living, changing community. 
	The beautifully executed opening page (Fig. 1) depicts a door or gateway, the first of four such arched structures in the manuscript and of many more architectural forms. The manuscript thus casts itself as a kind of synagogue and, by extension, recalls the great Temple of Jerusalem; many copyists besides Isaac commenced their books with the same image. With the destruction of the Temple, prayer had come to substitute for Temple rites, and books such as this became the center and “location” of Jewish tradition.​[10]​ By invoking a place of prayer, of gathering, and of community, the portals in Michael 569 reflect its capacity to assume this role. Like the “gate of the Lord, through which the righteous may enter” (Psalm 118.20), they invite the reader to enter in.​[11]​ 
The first page introduces many of the decorative motifs that adorn and punctuate the rest of this manuscript. Isaac, like many of his fellow copyists, decorated the pages of his text with beautiful lettering, fanciful drawings, delicate micrographical shapes and figures whose contours are formed by minute words and letters, and carmina figurata: patterns, shapes, and images created with lines of varying length (Fig. 2). These delight the reader’s eye and lead it in unexpected, extralinear directions. In several places, the scribe has continued a line of text up the left-hand margin of the page or column even when there seems to be plenty of room below (Figs. 3 and 4). Ornamented text, marginal commentary, and main-body text of dramatically differing letter size resist the even, serial progression of continuous prose. The eyes of those who used such manuscripts were trained to read and recognize text moving and flourishing in all directions: left, right, up, down, and sideways. The size, shape, and direction of the script directs and regulates the user’s physical interaction with the manuscript, variously requiring the reader to pause, draw near, tilt his or her head, turn the book, or get up and move around it. This kind of writing strains against a model of reading as passive consumption. Instead the reader’s body, senses, and memory are called upon in a kind of dance, in which the book is now a partner, now an extension of the reader.​[12]​ 
Aware of the agility fostered by such paginal practices, Isaac does not hesitate to lead his reader up and down the margin when impelled by his own sense of symmetry. He was also careful to leave blank spaces facing the flaws in the parchment, holes through which accidental and undesirable readings could have otherwise occurred. In the context of such careful craft, the modern reader is struck all the more by the work of censors, who have erased or excised a number of passages.​[13]​ The resulting lacunae thus trace the space once occupied by offending statements and tell the story of their removal, as well as creating the possibility of new readings through and around those spaces. Some folios resemble intricate pieces of cutwork lace through which the next page can be glimpsed (Fig. 5).​[14]​ Gaps of another kind occur in other places where unfinished, blank spaces await future completion; on the arched gateway on fol. 27b (Fig. 6), the planned decorative program remains incomplete, forever awaiting the scribe’s attentions. 
The manuscript as a whole is a pluridimensional and surprisingly capacious object in which many histories, many readings, and many perspectives converge and find expression. Yet in addition to these multiple layers of text and reception, still others become visible in the final folios (fols. 117–20). The content of these pages is an incomplete text of the Birkot Maharam, a halakhic treatise dealing with the blessings to be recited over food and drink. The renowned author of this work, Meir of Rothenburg, lay imprisoned in Alsace even as Isaac copied the text.​[15]​ The extreme wear of these folios and their careful repair on more than one occasion testify to how frequently the community consulted this text, which guided their words and deportment at table. At first glance, the margins seem particularly smudged and dirty; a closer look reveals that the smudges are densely packed lines of faded text. The lines seem to shimmer like images seen at once on and through a still surface of water. Some of this script has been quite thoroughly razed to a shadow; much remains tantalizingly recognizable as Old French (Fig. 7). 
With the aid of a mirror and an ultraviolet lamp, the shadowy traces in the upper left corner of fol. 120b, the last folio in the codex, emerge as a legible word: the word merveile. “Wonder” is presently followed by bataille, joie, gloire, and victoire. Filling the margins of this revered, communal repository of daily instruction we find the lexis of fantasy and worldly power—of martial prowess, personal glory, elation, and triumph. The words belong to Chrétien de Troyes’s romance, Cligès (1176–78), composed more than a century before Meir wrote and Isaac copied, some pages of which were used to patch the margins of the Hebrew book in the early fourteenth century. Removed and bound separately in the nineteenth century, they have left their inky shadows. Moreover, it is clear that portions of the pasted-in French text would have been exposed to the eye of the reader and legible without the need of a mirror.
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[Joy / . . . . / I love you [very m]uch / you claim me / counsel / I cannot sleep / . . . / [m]y eye / pleases, / eases / . . . [an]guish. / that you know / . . . / feign, / complain]

In all, eleven strips of parchment containing thirty-six distinct fragments of the French romance were used to patch the final folios of Michael 569. Half of these passages, facing upward, would have been visible and legible to users of the manuscript before the later nineteenth century. The other half, facing down, have become partially visible, following the removal of the patches, as ghostly shadows on the page. Most of the fragments used for patching were drawn from the middle of the poem, including significant sections of Fenice’s wedding night with the emperor Alis, Cligès’s battle against the nephew of the Duke of Saxony, his participation in Arthur’s tournament at Oxford, and Fenice’s longing for her absent lover. The patching was completed with thinner strips drawn from later in the manuscript, including Fenice’s plan to feign death in order to be united with Cligès, his mourning when he believes her actually to be dead, and her revival in his arms and gradual recovery.​[17]​ (For a more detailed indication of the contents and positioning of these fragments see the Appendix.)
Michael 569 is not the only Hebrew manuscript to have been patched by Christian ones. The practice is “hardly surprising,” as Monika Saelemaekers has pointed out, “since fragments of Latin were more numerous and more readily available for reuse.”​[18]​ We find numerous rabbinical admonitions against collation and intermingling of Christian and Jewish texts. Binding the two together, palimpsesting Christian texts, and even placing them on the same shelves were forbidden.​[19]​ Yet these admonitions point to the prevalence of such practices, and the evidence confirms that they frequently went unheeded. Numerous Christian manuscripts likewise had their bindings strengthened with fragments of Hebrew texts. Such instances are sometimes read negatively, as evidence of one community’s domination and despoliation of the other.​[20]​ Yet as Saelemaekers observes, “both Jews and Christians literally protected each other’s backs in their manuscript tradition.”​[21]​
The subordination and incorporation of Chrétien’s secular romance into the sacred Hebrew codex seems to challenge the triumphalist Christian narrative wherein the Hebrew scripture, conceived as “old,” should serve and give way to the revealed Christian “new(s).” Instead, these conjoined manuscripts offer more complex and nuanced perspectives on such cultural and temporal relationships. For one thing, we owe the existence of this copy of Cligès to its preservation within the Hebrew text, the pages of which the romance effectively served to frame, patch, and protect. The fragments of Cligès seem curiously well adapted to their unforeseen home in Michael 569. The transference of ink from the patches to the page has created a mirror-image Christian text that runs from right to left, like its Hebrew neighbor. The Christian fragments are all found at the back of the Hebrew manuscript, which of course would be the front for an Old French or Latin text; opening Michael 569 as one would a Christian codex, one finds French writing at the top of the first page.​[22]​ The relation between the Hebrew text and the Christian patches need not be understood in terms of antagonism or a contest for supremacy. Rather, they can be understood to participate in a “dialogic temporality” of conjunction in which past and present, subject and object, work and are reworked together.​[23]​ This dialogue (arguably already implicit in Chrétien’s preoccupation with conjointure) and the problems of language, text, silences, and cultural encounters it raises will be the focus of this paper.​[24]​
So let us now trace the story that Michael 569(*) can tell us about itself. In or around 1289, a patron in a northern francophone Jewish community commissioned Isaac to produce a compendium of liturgical and halakhic texts for communal use. Within two decades of its creation (prior to the expulsion of the Jews from France and Champagne in 1306), the manuscript required patching.​[25]​ Combined with flaws in the parchment (several of these situated in the margins of the text, where they would have been less disruptive to the reader), the touch of many fingers had rendered the final seven folios so worn and fragile that they had to be strengthened with strips of parchment from three other manuscripts: an eleventh-century Latin Vulgate (a fragment from 3 Kings 1.41 and 49, now fols. 15–17 in Michael 569*), a Latin medical treatise (fols. 12–14), and Cligès, the latter two each dated to the early fourteenth century.​[26]​ The fact that most of the patches bear text in Old French—apparently contemporaneous with the Hebrew manuscript—is consistent with the Franco-Jewish production and repair of the manuscript. Interestingly, whereas the upward-facing sides of the Latin biblical text appear to have been scrubbed to varying degrees, no attempt was made to obscure the upward-facing passages of the French romance.​[27]​
After 1306, we cannot know for certain where the manuscript and its owners moved. If, as seems likely, the book traveled consistently with its liturgical companion Michael 571, then in the sixteenth century it was in the possession of M’shullam ben Mord’khai, who wrote his name in the margin of that manuscript in old German cursive script, and of his brother, M’nahem, who recorded the birth of his son in 5343 (= 1582); a note in the margin of Michael 569, in the same script, records the birth of Sh’maryeh in 1570.​[28]​ Once the community that produced and used these manuscripts had been dissolved, many of their original functions, tied very specifically to a particular place and social milieu, would have been rendered obsolete.​[29]​ Instead, Michael 569(*) became a repository for family memory. Its usefulness for private scholarship and reflection, though perhaps inflected differently over time, would have remained undiminished.
Before 1846, our manuscript was certainly in Hamburg, in the possession of Heimann Joseph Michael. A keen reader and researcher of his own vast and rare collection, Michael also took up the task of cataloging it, a task carried on by his friend and colleague Leopold Zunz (1794–1886), and then further revised and amplified by their successor, Moritz Steinschneider (1816–1907); in their time, Zunz and Steinschneider were leading (yet largely isolated) figures in the field of Jewish Studies.​[30]​ After Michael’s death, his entire collection of rare Hebrew manuscripts and incunabula was sold off by his heirs and bought by the bookseller Adolphus Asher in Berlin. Soon afterwards—in spite of Zunz and Steinschneider’s pleas to keep it in Germany​[31]​—the collection was divided and sold: the incunabula went to the British Library under the direction of Asher’s close friend, Anthony Panizzi, and their colleague, Hebraist Joseph Zedner. In 1848, the 862 manuscripts, Michael 569 among them, were sold to the Bodleian Library in Oxford for £1,030.​[32]​ There Steinschneider continued the work of cataloging the collection. Writing to Steinschneider in Oxford, Zunz interwove German with Hebrew: “Sie sitzen an der Quelle, nach welcher ich קַדְמֹנִים בימים gedurstet” (You sit at the fountain for which I have been thirsting since olden times).​[33]​ The fleshly, tangible, longed-for nearness of the Michael collection seems encapsulated in the Hebrew phrase. Like the patches of 569(*), in which a text in a different language fills a physical gap, Zunz’s Hebrew phrase hints at a world of emotional and associative power.
In 1882, Michael 569 was rebound and the patches removed. The patches were then mounted on paper pages and bound separately in a slim volume confusingly cataloged Michael 569*.​[34]​ Neither before nor after their separation has the conjunction of the Hebrew and romance texts been considered worthy of more than the most cursory notice. Neubauer’s catalog description of Michael 569 merely mentions “an Old French poem.” Beit-Arié’s addenda do not add to this, and neither does the Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts.​[35]​ Wendelin Foerster included a partial transcription of the fragments in his 1884 edition of Cligès, with a few remarks on the unsatisfactory nature of their rebinding, but without any discussion of their former context.​[36]​ Subsequent manuscript scholars, translators, and editors of Cligès have more often than not neglected to mention the context in which these romance fragments were found, instead referring rather obliquely to “a volume” that they had been used to repair, only remarking in passing on the apparently “haphazard” order in which they had been rebound.​[37]​ The mutual reluctance to acknowledge the “other” text can be seen as a kind of reciprocal blindness, springing from a common set of assumptions. The disinclination to study Michael 569 and 569* in relation to one another—a disinclination both responsible for and ratifying the physical separation of the manuscripts in the late nineteenth century—participates in a long tradition of cultural and scholarly reasoning wherein the cultures of northern European Jews and Christians are perceived as utterly isolated from one another. As Leopold Zunz had observed, “Für Jüdische Angelegenheiten gab es keine Sachverständige, da jüdische Wissenschaft mit den Juden in ein Ghetto verwiesen war. Das Ghetto ist gesprengt, aber die Verweisung noch nicht aufgehoben.” ([In the past] there were no experts on Jewish matters, since Jewish scholarship was restricted to the ghetto with the Jews. [Now] the ghetto has been broken open, but the restrictions have not yet been lifted.)​[38]​
Handwritten on the paper inside the binding of Michael 569 we find, “Some MS fragments, used to / repair the some [sic] damaged leaves of / this volume, were removed, separately / bound and referenced; Mich. MS. 569* / Nov. 1882.” The operation of resegregation and reassembly was executed with almost surgical precision, and the fragments in Michael 569* were rebound with a care that makes it possible to reconstruct—almost in its entirety—the manuscript form taken by this copy of Cligès.​[39]​ Chrétien scholars have not always been suitably grateful, for on opening Michael 569* the reader is apt to be baffled by the nonlinear arrangement of the text—the fragments being arranged in a way that is often, quite literally, back to front and sideways. Gregory and Luttrell note, “Les bandes horizontales et verticales de ces fragments . . . ont été montées à tout hasard, suivant un ordre qui ne correspond pas à celui du texte du Cligès, et même avec des cas de verso sur le recto de la page. Pourtant, l’ordre naturel de leur texte nous permet de regrouper ces fragments.”​[40]​ (The horizontal and vertical bands of these fragments . . . have been mounted haphazardly, following an order that does not correspond to the text of Cligès, and even, in certain cases, with the verso on the recto of the page. However, the natural order of their text permits us to regroup these fragments.) The “natural order” of the ideal text is here set against the apparently random physical placement of the pieces of parchment. At the heart of the frustration here is the insistence on reading and privileging a text (identified with the cultural self) that is understood as having an ideal reality, at once natural and virtual, and a singular, linear direction. In order to recover this ideal text, the editors must surmount the “merely” material matrix—identified with the cultural other—in which it is unnaturally embedded. Thus the materiality of each seems to obstruct and contaminate the single, unidirectional flow of the other.​[41]​




Jewish Readers, Christian Romance
The physical separation in the 1880s of the Christian patches and the Hebrew text of Michael 569(*) is indicative of the separate frames within which they have been perceived and read. Like the symbolic figures Ecclesia and Synagoga, these texts have been understood by scholarship to be fundamentally dichotomous and opposed. Sara Lipton has discussed some of the ways in which Ecclesia and Synagoga have been employed (in the Middle Ages and beyond) to figure the symmetrical but opposing polarities between spirit and body, sense and letter, not unlike that between the virtual, idealized text and the fleshly, material text, as discussed above. Yet, as Lipton has argued, for lay and women viewers Ecclesia and Synagoga acquired a more varied set of meanings and relationships and were not always perceived to be in strict opposition.​[43]​ This provides a model not only for thinking about the presence of Cligès in a Jewish text, but also about the presence of Jewish subtexts or paratexts within Cligès. The juxtaposition of Jewish-Hebrew and French-Christian texts in Michael 569(*) need not have presented readers with an either/or (as the Bodleian scholars assumed); rather, they could have been read side by side by bilingual readers in a range of ways. Even without the Cligès fragments, Michael 569 already embodies a dialogue between Jewish and Christian viewpoints and ways of reading; the censored passages excised from the Hebrew text witness a mutual awareness of Christian and Jewish texts and beliefs.​[44]​ Similarly, Cligès can be read as a text in which Christian and Jewish stories and histories are already in dialogue, long before its insertion into Michael 569.
The interaction of Jewish text and Christian romance in Michael 569 must be understood in the wider context of Jewish-Christian collaboration (both explicit and implicit) in the production of books and the production of textual narratives and motifs in the Middle Ages. Another Michael manuscript, Michael 617, reveals the collaboration between a Christian illuminator and a Jewish scribe, probably within a Jewish workshop. On fol. 4b of this mahzor, the hunting scene is upside down, a unique example of such a depiction and probably the result of the Christian illuminator’s inability to recognize which side was up in the Hebrew manuscript (Fig. 8).​[45]​ At first glance, this illumination seems to testify to a failure of interpretation as much as it does to the possibility of collaboration. Yet affinities emerge as the text and image are considered as a whole. The depiction of the hunters as helmeted (inappropriate for a hunting) helps to avoid the personal representation frowned upon by the rabbis, and the helmets also recall the masks that were worn as part of the festival of Purim, the day marked by this illumination, on which the hymn transcribed on this page was sung. The depiction of hunting—an activity prohibited to the Jews—is likewise both a cultural interloper and an image of the (circumvented) threat of violence and persecution commemorated on Purim, when, according to tradition, the Jews were saved in ancient Persia. Although probably accidental, the inversion of the figures could have been understood to reflect the reversal of fortunes on this day. Thus, like the multiple kinds and generations of holes and textual gaps in Michael 569 and 569*, even the most accidental features and occurrences enrich and obtain meaning from the manuscript matrix.​[46]​
Not all textual interaction between Christians and Jews took place across a linguistic divide. Jews and Christians spoke and wrote to each other in the vernacular. We know that sharing a language was crucial to Stephen Harding’s reliance on Jewish expertise when, as abbot of Cîteaux, he oversaw the revision and compilation of the Cistercian Bible. After encountering different readings of biblical passages, Harding and his scribes consulted a renowned Jewish master.​[47]​ This master orally translated the biblical Hebrew and Aramaic into roman (“lingua romana”) and the Christian scribes wrote it down in Latin, thus allowing the Christians to approach the “Hebraicae veritatis fonte.”​[48]​ Beryl Smalley has suggested that Jewish influence on Hugh of St. Victor’s Notulae might have resulted from discussion with Rashbam (Rashi’s grandson) himself. The widely read Christian exegete Andrew of St. Victor (d. 1175) cited and revered his Jewish advisers to such an extent that he attracted criticism as a “Judaizer”; even Jewish customs and modes of speech find their way into Andrew’s commentaries.​[49]​ Ralph Niger (d. c. 1217), too, relied on the aid of Jewish interpreters when he found the sense of Hebrew “non omnino clare . . . sed tanquam per speculum in enigmate” (not entirely clear, but as through a glass [or mirror], darkly).​[50]​ The passage from 1 Corinthians (13.12), of course, concludes with the promise that we will see “face to face” in the Christian heaven; here, however, it is face-to-face contact between two religious communities on earth that brings illumination.
 Aryeh Grabois has highlighted the importance of commercial contacts in creating “the opportunity for cultural and even spiritual exchanges” and has observed that they may well have been the means by which Harding found his Jewish master to begin with. “Discussion at the fairs, where the Jews were always present, became a channel for the diffusion of information.”​[51]​ The shared vernacular language enabled and fueled not merely the transmission of commercial but of cultural information, including narratives, poetry, and music. Jews and Christians might also meet and mingle on certain festive occasions, in spite of the religious divide. The twelfth-century conversion narrative of “Hermannus Judeus” describes the presence of Christian guests at a Jewish wedding feast.​[52]​
As we have seen, the scribe Isaac sprinkled his manuscripts with Old French terms. Scholars such as Kirsten Fudeman have begun to explore the rich legacy of texts in Hebraico-French.​[53]​ Many of these are found inserted into the margins or blank spaces of Hebrew books, and their matter ranges from wedding songs to magical formulae to an elegy for the Jews murdered in Troyes in the late thirteenth century. As Fudeman notes, such texts often contain indications of public performance or recitation. In the twelfth century, Rabbi Samuel ben Meir of Troyes (Rashi’s grandson, known as Rashbam; d. c. 1158), refers to the jongleurs (meshorerim) in his commentary on the Song of Songs 3.5.​[54]​ Texts composed in Hebrew in this period also testify to the interaction and cross-fertilization of Jewish and Christian folk traditions.​[55]​ The Mishle Shualim, or Fox Fables, of the late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century poet and exegete Berechiah Ha-Nakdan (or ben Natronai, also known as Benedictus le Puncteur) demonstrate the popularity of certain narratives—many of them featuring themes and motifs found in Cligès, such as trickery, superlative craftsmanship, and feigned death—in Jewish and Christian communities of the Anglo-Norman milieu.​[56]​ 
Hebraico-French texts of this period demonstrate a keen awareness of Christian literary and cultural traditions, including romance and chivalric exploits. In a surviving pair of bilingual Hebrew-French wedding songs, the bridegroom is cast as a valiant warrior and the bride as a noble lady.​[57]​ The imagined couple is thus, as Fudeman has remarked, “akin to the heroes and maidens of Chrétien’s works.” Similarly, Jacob bar Judah’s elegy for the Jews of Troyes (of which versions exist in both Hebrew and Old French) makes use of narrative parallels and verbal echoes to draw a comparison between their martyrdom and the heroic deaths of Roland and his men at Roncesvalles. Observing that “medieval French-speaking Jews saw plenty of heroes in their own ranks,” Fudeman argues that much of the language of the elegy “would be at home in romances such as Thomas of Britain’s Tristan or Chrétien de Troyes’ Cligès where suffering accompanies and intensifies emotional and physical joy, and vice versa.”​[58]​ 
As Susan Einbinder has observed, the emergence of vernacular romance in the twelfth century coincided with that of a new genre of Hebrew prose narrative, with which it shared a number of concerns: “Certain attitudes and interests associated with twelfth-century romance appear in our Hebrew prose texts, where romance techniques are employed to express human stances. Moreover, as romance evolved, so did, in an analogous shift, the Hebrew Prose . . . . The romance form was pre-eminently suited to explore inner life together with issues of psychological conflict and growth, concerns important for the Hebrew texts.”​[59]​ The existence of Hebrew romance texts, such as the thirteenth-century Melech Artus (King Arthur), is thus not surprising. Not merely a translation of a now-lost version of the Prose Lancelot (possibly a common ancestor of Malory’s Morte d’Arthur), Melech Artus situates the Arthurian world in a Jewish cosmos in which religious holidays, titles, and oaths are transposed onto Jewish faith and traditions.​[60]​ A precious and unique survival, the Melech Artus nevertheless reflects broader Jewish participation in romance imagery and traditions. Several Yiddish versions of Arthurian romances survive. The Alexander romance, which was itself translated into Hebrew, is also often quoted in Hebrew texts.​[61]​ 
Jewish interest in romance themes is again evident in the iconography and ornamentation of Jewish manuscripts. The stunning micrography mentioned above, in which tiny words and letters trace the outlines of delicate patterns and images, can be seen in a Hebrew Pentateuch from the second half of the thirteenth century in which a tilting knight gallops towards a castle (Fig. 9).​[62]​ Here, as in Christian texts, the lone knight points to and is depicted as moving in the direction of the text.​[63]​ His trajectory is aligned with that of the reader’s eye. Four lines of text form a thin bridge or path for him reminiscent of the Sword Bridge traversed by Lancelot in the Chevalier de la charrette. Treading, in the liminal space of the margins, a razor’s edge between word and image, narrative and reader, his visored form provides the reader with an empty subject onto which ideas of selfhood may be projected. 
A cylindrical helmet like that of the manuscript knight appears on a fourteenth-century double cup now in the Cloisters in New York. Three conical hats of the kind Jews were obliged to wear (the Judenhut or pileum cornutum) top the helmet, with the appearance of a splendid crest. The other bowl of the same cup also bears an escutcheon on which three similar hats appear as a heraldic device.​[64]​ Both roundels thus suggest that the patrons and first owners of the double cup could imagine a chivalric and a Jewish identity which fit together as perfectly as the two bowls of the cup (Figs. 10 and 11).  We find similar hats worn by the knights in the Kaufmann Mishneh Torah, a contemporary of Michael 569 produced in northeastern France in 1296.​[65]​ Two magnificent jousting figures adorn the beginning of book 1 of the great law code of Maimonides (d. 1204). One knight is red, emblazoned with rampant lions. The other, with a rather anxious expression, is slate blue. Like the gilded, galloping knight emblazoned with black dragons appearing on the first page of the introduction (again pointing in the direction of the Hebrew text), these two combatants raise their right sword arms ready to strike. Their horses spring energetically forward, their caparisons fluttering with the speed of their movement (Figs. 12 and 13). 
Medieval Jewish interest in chivalric exploits was not limited to the spheres of fiction, image, and insignia. Jousting tournaments appear to have been a customary part of Ashkenaz weddings, regardless of legal prohibitions against bearing arms and of rabbinical injunctions to eschew Christian frivolities.​[66]​ The Tosafists on the Sukkah 45a affirmed as blameless the exuberant and unruly festivities at the end of Sukkot and compared it to the similarly acceptable violent display of the young men (bochurim) jousting as they met the groom at a wedding: “They ride on horses in the direction of the groom and joust [literally, fight] with one another.”​[67]​ The responsa of Rabbi Eliezer ben Joel ha-Levi of Cologne (the Ra’avyah, d. c. 1230) relate details of a lawsuit involving a suit of armor (shiryonekha), which a certain Reuven has borrowed from one Shimon for the purposes of participating in a tournament (tournier).​[68]​ In the fifteenth century, Rabbi Israel Bruna discusses Jewish attendance at horse races and tournaments. He countenances the former, but is more equivocal about the latter.​[69]​ The luster that the presence of Jewish communities could provide to adventus—highly public processional displays in which an important figure was met and accompanied on his entering the city—has long been recognized. These occasions not infrequently involved jousting, and Jews were certainly in attendance, if not active participants.​[70]​
Given the demonstrable familiarity of many French Jews with the motifs and themes of vernacular romance, it seems unlikely that early readers of Michael 569(*) would have been either unattuned or indifferent to the romance edging the final pages of the manuscript. Rather, provided they possessed some familiarity with the Latin alphabet, the multilingual readers of Michael 569(*) were not only capable of reading the French romance fragments in the margins, but many, if not most, would have been interested in doing so.​[71]​ The fragmentation and union of both texts could act on the reader in a way that emphasized not only their oppositions but their affinities. The Parisian tosafist Judah ben Isaac Messer Leon’s warning against reading “war stories” in French (milhamot ha-ketuvin be la’az) on the Sabbath might have been directed at this manuscript’s users and their straying eyes.​[72]​ The early thirteenth-century Sefer Hasidim refers even more explicitly to a case like that of Michael 569(*): “One should not cover a book with parchment on which romances [French: romanz] are written. Someone once covered his humash with parchment on which were written vernacular [stories about] worthless matters, such as the military exploits of gentile kings. A pietist [zadiq] came along, took it off, and ripped it up.”​[73]​ 
Clearly, Jews in the north of France in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, including those of Troyes, were interested in and responding to the medieval romance tradition. But does the converse apply? What awareness of Jewish tradition is found in the works of Christian romance writers, and specifically in the works of Chrétien de Troyes? Admittedly, evidence of such awareness or influence is not as plentiful as for Christian scholars’ reliance on Jewish biblical scholars (including members of Rashi’s school at Troyes).​[74]​ Yet there are examples of tales and fables popular in both communities where the Jewish version is likely to have influenced the Christian. 
Grabois’s speculation that stories and information circulated between the communities at fairs has been noted above. In the age of Chrétien, Troyes would have been a prominent site of such circulation, for it had an important Jewish community, which treasured the memory of the great eleventh-century scholar Rashi. Indeed, it has recently been suggested that the confluence of a center of Jewish learning with the seat and vibrant court of the counts of Champagne (the patrons of Chrétien) may have given rise to a “Troyes style.” This style is distinguished by multilingualism, a taste for geography and for biblical exegesis, and a “tendency toward what we would today call ‘vulgarization.’”​[75]​ The appearance on the tomb of Adelais, countess of Joigny (d. 1195), of a motif from the narrative of Barlaam and Josephat—a tale ultimately derived from Eastern narratives of the life of the Buddha, with numerous Christian and Hebrew manifestations—might be seen to exemplify the Troyes style.​[76]​
In 1947 Urban Tigner Holmes suggested that Chrétien might have been a converted Jew, using as evidence the name Chrétien, unusual except as a baptismal name for converts, in addition to citing motifs in his works conceivably drawn from the Midrashim.​[77]​ Holmes’s theory did not find wide support, nor indeed have scholars shown much enthusiasm for uncovering Chrétien’s elusive biography. Recently, however, scholars such as Hanna Liss have emphasized the importance of Holmes’s observations, even if the idea of Chrétien-as-convert cannot possibly be confirmed.​[78]​
Jews are mentioned by name only once in Chrétien’s works, in Perceval, by penitents who say they should be killed “like dogs”: 

Li fel Gïu par lor anvie
Qu’an devroit tüer come chiens,
Quant il an le croiz le leverent;
Aus perdirent et nos sauverent 
(Perceval 6292–96)

[Through their envy the wicked Jews, who should be slain like dogs, did ill to themselves and great good to us when they raised him upon the Cross. They damned themselves and gave us salvation.]

These words are spoken by penitents, not by the narrator, and certainly not in Chrétien’s voice. Nonetheless, it can be said that Chrétien reflects contemporary social attitudes towards Jews in this work, whatever the degree to which he distances himself from these attitudes.​[79]​ In what follows, I will propose that contemporary attitudes, motifs, and stories associated with the Jewish people are reflected in Cligès, too. On examination, I suggest, this reflection is so noticeable that, if anything, it is remarkable that the inexplicably malevolent characters who serve the narrative function of stereotypical Jewish antagonists are not explicitly identified as Jews.
Unlike Perceval, Chrétien’s Cligès includes no overt reference to the Jewish people. Yet, as I shall argue, traces of Jewish-Christian conflict and dialogue find their way into the romance, occupying a place at once as elusive and as ineradicable as the traces of Cligès in the margins of Michael 569. These traces cluster around one episode in particular, the torture of the virgin Fenice by a trio of sinister doctors from Salerno (5940–6010).​[80]​ At the start of this episode, Fenice has determined to feign death in order to escape marriage to Alis (5313), the emperor of Constantinople, and to be united with her beloved Cligès. With the help of her nurse and teacher (maistre), Thessala, she feigns illness and then death, is laid out on a bier, and carried towards the cemetery, to the great lamentation of the citizens. So far everything has run according to plan, but at this point three foreign doctors, identified as coming from Salerno, appear on the scene. They immediately suspect her ruse, remembering the story of Solomon’s unfaithful wife:

Lors lor sovint de Salemon
Que sa feme tant le haï,
Qu’an guise de mort le traï
(Perceval 5854–56)

[Then they remembered the story of Solomon, whose wife hated him so much that she betrayed him under the disguise of death.]

The doctors tell the emperor that they can rouse the queen from her apparent death, if only they are left alone with her. In a closed room, Fenice is tortured. The earliest known illuminations of Cligès, which occur in the early thirteenth-century Roman de la poire (BnF MS Fr. 2186, fol. 3v), include a depiction of this memorable and disturbing scene, in which the bearded doctors, wearing the hats of their trade, torment the helpless, supine body of Fenice. Increasingly enraged that they cannot bring her to cry out or admit that she is alive, the doctors subject Fenice’s body to such horrible cruelties that it is unclear whether she will survive. Eventually the townswomen burst into the room and defenestrate the doctors, who are dashed on the paving below (5996–6028). 
I suggest that Chrétien’s depiction of the doctors from Salerno participates in a specifically anti-Judaic discourse and that the doctors are endowed with a cluster of attributes particularly associated with Jews in twelfth-century Christian Europe. Salerno, home to one of the oldest and most renowned medical schools in Europe, had come under Norman rule in the late eleventh century. As was well known, the school benefited from a significant Jewish presence in the vicinity. Benjamin of Tudela (1130–73) mentions the medical school (“yeshivah”) of Salerno in his Itinerary, as well as the Jewish population of about six hundred families.​[81]​ At different points in the Middle Ages, Jews both taught and studied at Salerno, and the Schola medica Salernitana became a conduit whereby the learning of Jewish doctors from the Arab world was disseminated through Europe.​[82]​ Among Salerno’s famous professors of medicine in the eleventh century was Constantine Africanus, who translated into Latin various Jewish and Arabic medical treatises, including Isaac Judeus’s book on urines. (Perhaps significantly, Fenice’s ruse which the doctors seek to expose centers on the interpretation of urine.​[83]​) The multicultural heritage of the medical school is reflected in a well-known legend regarding its founding, according to which it was first established by four wise men: a Jew, a Greek, a Saracen, and a native of Salerno.​[84]​ Although the presence of Jewish doctors at Salerno at precisely the point Chrétien was writing is difficult to confirm, there can be no doubt that Salerno in the Western European mind was firmly associated with Jews as well as with doctors, and specifically with Jewish medicine.
Strikingly, it is a Hebrew medical text that provides perhaps the most famous medieval image of the Schola Salernitana. A fifteenth-century translation into Hebrew of Avicenna’s eleventh-century Canon of Medicine (University Library of Bologna, MS 2197) depicts, on the page introducing the third book of the canon (fol. 210a) the doctors of Salerno receiving their rules from Robert Curthose, duke of Normandy, son of William the Conqueror (Fig. 14). Unforgettably, the image centers on a group of doctors (in Eastern attire) surrounding the supine corpse of a naked queen, who is about to be laid in her coffin. Though positioned in the lower left corner of the central illumination, she is in the foreground, lying diagonally across her coffin, and is by far the largest and most striking figure in the image. The depiction of the queen’s naked corpse, inexplicably lacking any sort of shroud, suggests a body laid out for examination rather than one being conveyed to an honorable burial. In fact, the image probably depicts the legend that Robert’s wife gave her life to save his, by sucking poison from his wound, after the doctors declared that nothing short of this would save him.​[85]​ The presence of the illumination in a Hebrew text thus demonstrates Jewish awareness of stories for and about the Norman Christian elite. Produced more than two centuries after Chrétien, the image of a naked and apparently dead queen subjected to the gaze and touch of a group of Salernitan doctors who are here representative of Jewish medical learning could easily serve as an illustration of the scene from Cligès I have been discussing.
It is not so much their Salernitan origin as their devastating ability to “read” Fenice’s “death” as a deceitful ruse that aligns the doctors with Jewish stereotypes and the Christian anxieties they aroused. The doctors, disturbingly, are both right and wrong. They evince precisely the kind of narrow rationalism and shallow empiricism that characterized the obstinacy and blindness attributed to the Jews by Christians, as highlighted in stories of Jews conducting violent and quasi-medical assaults on holy images or the consecrated Host to see if they would bleed.​[86]​ Yet their portrayal also reflects clerical admiration for Jewish exegetic tradition. It is the doctors who voice Chrétien’s reference to Solomon’s unfaithful wife, and they alone—besides the lovers, the narrator, and the reader—who perceive the truth of the situation.​[87]​ 
As she steadfastly endures the violence to which she is subjected by her malevolent tormentors, Fenice’s plight recalls that of the virgin martyrs.​[88]​ She also becomes associated, in a particularly charged way, with the Virgin Mary. Both in the scene of her torture and in that of her entombment, both Fenice and her tomb are represented as sealed, pristine, and inviolable (5938, 5943, 5971–73, 5992, 6136–39, 6193–95), terms strongly associated with Mary.​[89]​ This is significant for my argument in that Mary had long been regarded as a peculiar target of Jewish malice and violence. As early as the third century, Christian accounts tell of Jewish accusations of Mary’s adultery.​[90]​ In depictions of the symbolic opposites Ecclesia and Synagoga, Ecclesia is often represented as Mary.​[91]​ Christians repeatedly recorded Jewish violence against images of Mary, which would invariably lead either to punishment or conversion.​[92]​ Pseudo-Evodius, claiming to have witnessed the events of Christ’s life (and Mary’s), recounts Mary’s funeral, the procession of which was interrupted by Jews. In this account, the Jews fall upon the Christians, but Mary’s bier is protected by a wall of fire (and one of the attackers’ severed hands remains stuck to it). At this, the Jews pray to her for forgiveness and help, which she grants, and many convert.​[93]​ Fenice’s funeral is similarly interrupted by the appearance of the doctors, whose brutal skepticism and iconoclastic rage strongly recall the Jews of Marian legend, but the results are more gruesome, with no element of forgiveness. The idea of the Jews as enemies of Mary served Christian purposes on many levels, but it was not without foundation. Jewish polemic against the doctrine of Christ’s incarnation drew on contemporary medical theory to depict Mary’s womb as a site of unparalleled stench, filth, and corruption.​[94]​ The Talmud also reflected Jewish skepticism about Mary, and in the thirteenth century this text was put on trial by King Louis IX of France for blaspheming against the Blessed Virgin.​[95]​ Some survivors of the Rhineland massacres poured invective on the Christian God and his mother, calling him “the son of promiscuity” and Mary “a woman of lechery” and “a wanton woman.”​[96]​ When the doctors from Salerno compare Fenice to the unfaithful wife of Solomon, they expose her to precisely such accusations. 
Like Mary, Fenice endures skepticism and the threat of slander; like Mary’s son, she endures torture, symbolic death, and burial, and is ultimately drawn alive from her own tomb. The name “Fenice” (phoenix), suggestive of her resurrection from near and apparent death, deepens her association with Christ.​[97]​ A well-known image of Christ’s resurrection, the phoenix was also (since the unique bird had no mate) an emblem of perfect virginity.​[98]​ In both these aspects, it is a fitting emblem for Fenice. Yet the phoenix had a special significance in the context of Christian-Jewish relations.​[99]​ Debra Hassig has pointed to the “ideological juxtaposition of Christ [figured as the phoenix] with the Jews” in a number of bestiaries and related texts.​[100]​ Such a chiastic juxtaposition is found in the Hereford Mappa Mundi, where the path from Egypt to the Promised Land separates the phoenix (just below the Red Sea) from the Israelites, portrayed in grotesque, anti-Jewish stereotype as they kneel before their idol (Fig. 15).​[101]​ The phoenix and the Israelites resemble one another in their rounded, crescent-shaped forms, and face each other almost as mirror images.
The question remains, why should Chrétien endow the doctors with so many markers of Jewishness and echoes of Jewish-Christian conflicts, yet refrain from identifying them explicitly as Jews? Inevitably, any answer must remain speculative. Chrétien may well have been seeking to detach the narrative resources of anti-Jewish stereotype and polemic from actual anti-Jewish discourse. By deploying recognizable signs through which minor characters in hagiography and folklore assume a sinister power and otherness, Chrétien wields a potent narrative tool with an anxious selectivity. As a result, the reader comprehends the special malignancy of the doctors without the explicit Jewish identification. The doctors are clercs, like Chrétien himself. They share his literary frame of reference (with which he endows them) and his special access to the court. Would their nonlabeling have made the doctors appear more dangerous, less easy for a Christian audience to dismiss as alien and evil, closer to home?​[102]​
The doctors and their deeds could well have meant different things for different audiences.​[103]​ Christian audiences familiar with anti-Jewish stereotypes and motifs might feel encouraged to interpret the episode in their light. For Jewish audiences, the doctors might recall instead the treacherous Christian clercs of Jewish tradition who brought about the downfall of upright Jews such as Amnon of Mayence.​[104]​ These adversaries, in both Amnon’s case and Fenice’s, cunningly employ their access to authority not to slander but to expose their victims, thus disrupting their ability to inhabit two worlds, one normative, one marginal. The nondesignation of the doctors as Jews leaves the identification of their particular kind of villainy partly in the hands of audiences who might view the question through different cultural frames of reference.
In fact, at least one aspect of the narrative of the doctors might have provoked a distinctively strong response, one of recognition and perhaps identification, from Jewish audiences. For if the doctors’ origins, intellectual attitudes, and opposition to Fenice/phoenix all have strong Jewish associations, so too does their brutal end. The doctors are discovered and defenestrated by the townswomen who have stormed the room to save Fenice from their ministrations. All three crash onto the courtyard below. Their limbs are broken and their bodies dismembered. The description of their deaths contains startling echoes of the very real murder of Rhineland Jews by crusaders en route to the Holy Land near the end of the previous century. A Jewish chronicle account of the massacre at Mainz in 1096 records that “the crusaders . . . threw them naked to the ground through the windows—heap upon heap, mound upon mound, until they formed a high heap. Many were still alive as they threw them.”​[105]​ In another incident, the crusaders came to the house of R. Samuel ben R. Naaman and “killed all of them and threw them from the windows”; they likewise killed the saintly gabbai David ben R. Nathaniel and “threw him through the windows into the street.”​[106]​ Report of these massacres cannot have failed to reach Troyes in Champagne, not least because of Rashi’s close connections with Worms and Mainz, where he had studied for many years before returning to Troyes. Communal memory of the massacres would have been reinforced in Troyes in the twelfth century by one or more of the chronicle accounts.​[107]​ 
Yet the parallels between this episode in Cligès and aspects of the Jewish cultural experience and textual tradition do not depend solely on the behavior and deaths of the doctors from Salerno. For the doctors are not the sole vessels of Jewish associations and traditions in the text. The torment and feigned death of Fenice in defense of her virginity finds a resonance not only in Christian devotion to Mary, but in medieval Jewish meditations on death and maidenhood.​[108]​ And amid the Rhineland massacres, in a curious inversion, it was not Christians but Jews—specifically Jewish maidens—who resisted Christian attack, forced conversion, and death by feigning death. 
The Chronicle of Solomon bar Simson (composed c. 1140) relates that in Trier attacking Christians sought to remove a maiden “of beautiful form and possessed of grace” from among those who had taken refuge in the bishop’s palace. Whenever they tried, however, “they did not succeed, for she would throw herself on the ground feigning death.”​[109]​ Ephraim of Bonn’s Sefer Zekhirah (1170s) tells a similar story, even closer in content as well as time of composition to Fenice’s torture in Chrétien’s romance:

They [the crusaders] took his sister to their place of idolatry so as to profane her, but she sanctified the Name and spat upon the abomination. They then struck her with stone and fist, for they do not bring swords into the disgusting house. She did not die, but lay prostrate upon the ground feigning death. They bruised, struck, and burnt her repeatedly to determine whether or not she had truly died. Then they placed her on a marble slab, but she did not awaken or make the slightest motion with her hand or foot. Thus she did deceive them until nightfall. Finally a Gentile laundress came and she bore her home, where she concealed her and saved her life.​[110]​

The parallels between Fenice and the tortured Jewish woman are astonishing. Both are subjected to a horrifying variety of tortures, “bruised, struck, and burnt.” Both women resolutely maintain their silence “without making the slightest motion.” Both women are aided by another woman who is also a cultural “other” (the Gentile laundress and Thessala), and both are finally rescued from a tomb in a churchyard cemetery.​[111]​
These accounts—some fictional, some all too true—of Jewish and Christian women feigning death to escape intolerable circumstances can be seen as retellings or revisions of the story of Solomon’s wife, cited by the doctors in Cligès. The origins of this tale remain unknown, with Cligès itself providing the first known reference, followed by German versions of the fourteenth century.​[112]​ The story has been widely assumed to be Jewish in origin and has been recorded in modern Jewish oral tradition; it seems fairly probable that it was in circulation among Jews as well as Christians in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.​[113]​ Undoubtedly what makes it such an enduring, mobile, and translatable tale is that it can be inflected in so many different ways so as to appeal to and reflect the wisdom and values of different communities. It can be told in a misogynistic vein or—as in Cligès—in celebration of female valor.​[114]​ These ambiguous tales of valiant female deceivers testify both to the exchange of cultural knowledge and narratives between medieval Christians and Jews and to the possibility of multiple and conflicting responses to the same narrative material within both communities. 
The romance’s reception and reworking of contemporary Judeo-Christian relations, much more complex than it at first might seem, can be compared with its exploration of the relationship between East and West through the trope of translatio studii et imperii. As is often noted, the prologue of Cligès includes one of the earliest articulations of this powerfully resonant theme. As Sharon Kinoshita argues, Cligès mounts “an intervention in one of the most problematic issues confronting the medieval imagination: the troubled relationship between Greek and Latin Christendom in the century following the First Crusade.”​[115]​ Yet, regardless of how the translatio theme was developed by other hands, Cligès does not indulge in crude Western triumphalism. Rather than positing a direct translation of learning and dominion from the Greek East to the Latin West, the poem acknowledges the circuitous, multiple, and multicultural routes through which knowledge circulated in the medieval Mediterranean and beyond.​[116]​ As I am arguing here, these complex patterns of diffusion and translatio could also take place within the very heart of francophone communities.
As we have seen, echoes of and responses to Christian romance were already embedded in the Judeo-French culture that produced Michael 569, before it was patched by romance fragments. Conversely, echoes of eleventh- and twelfth-century Judeo-Christian relations in all their complexity are embedded in the text of Cligès.​[117]​ This brings us to a final question. How might medieval readers of the composite manuscript have responded to the passages of the French romance visible in the margins? To put it more broadly: What are these two texts saying together? How might their juxtaposition have highlighted both intended and fortuitous resonances between them and the traditions they represented—especially for a community of readers attuned to spotting and working with such connections? 
In the context of the Hebrew manuscript, the lyrical words of Cligès and Fenice’s love for one another (and of her utter trust in her “maîstre” Thessala), infused with the poetry of the Song of Songs and the Psalms, seem to provide fitting accompaniment to the sacred rituals of the Hebrew text. Similarly, Fenice’s resemblances to the Virgin Mary, in relation to which the malevolent doctors assume the position of the Jews, are complicated by her harrowing resemblance to those young Jewish women who endured horrifying tortures at the hands of Christians while feigning death. The equivocal and multivalent typologies already embedded in Cligès are highlighted by the presence of these romance fragments in the Hebrew text. The manuscript context thus uncannily echoes and manifests some of the deepest themes and tensions explored in Cligès. 
One such instance of uncanny manifestation occurs on the final page of the manuscript, where the Birkot Maharam breaks off in mid-sentence: “It says in the mahzorim that if someone says in the middle . . .”​[118]​ Here the rabbi refers to the popular custom that if someone should call out Savre! (Listen!) in the middle of the meal and recite the blessing over wine, those listeners who stopped eating and paid attention would be included in the blessing. (Meir did not approve of this custom, advocating that each person should recite the blessing on their own behalf.) The injunction to “Listen!,” missing from the Hebrew text, is precisely that which so often precedes the performance of romance, enhancing the sense in which we might perceive the romance text on the final page of Michael 569 as a completion or continuation of Meir’s unfinished sentence.​[119]​ And, indeed, the patch running along the bottom of this page deals with strikingly similar questions regarding the extent to which one person may stand for or incorporate another. Opening Fenice’s tomb and finding her (apparently) dead, Cligès expresses his suicidal despair in terms of impossible yet imperative and irrefutable union on the one hand, and excruciating separation on the other (Fig. 16): 

[K]ar nulle rien fors v[os] n’amoie; 
[U]ne chose estïons and[uî]. 
[O]r ai je fait ce que je dui, 
Car vostre arme gart et mon cors 
Et la moie est del vostre f[ors], 
Et l’une a l’autre, ou qu’el[e] f[ust] . . .

(Cligès 6236–41; Michael 569* fol. 11r; Michael 569 fol. 120b)
[For I loved nothing but [/outside of] you: We were both one thing. Now I have done what I must, since I keep your soul in my body, and [yet] mine is out of yours, and one to the other, wherever it may be . . .]

The passage should continue, “Conpaignie feire detist, / Ne riens nes deüst departir” (They must keep [each other’s] company, and nothing must separate them, 6242–43). The repetition of “detist” (from devoir, “to have to”) here emphasizes the compulsion to be together and the painfulness of being rent asunder. The complex imagery associated with the exchange of souls, in which the body of the other contains the soul of the self, seems mirrored in the patched manuscript Michael 569(*). The fleshly Christian parchment encompasses and assumes a new purpose, meaning, and context from the Hebrew manuscript in an uneasy communion that reveals their unlikely affinities.​[120]​ The fragmentary state of Michael 569*—which would have been clearly legible along the bottom margin of the final folio—seems to paradoxically underline the materiality of the words on the page as well as the ideal, virtual nature of the romance text that they imperfectly embody. Like a concrete poem about the romance, these fragments foreground the physical, sensuous nature of the signs of immaterial things. Thus Cligès’s words “For I loved nothing outside of you” are here rendered “. . . nothing outside of y . . .” (6237). The line becomes a literal rendering of the now empty, interior kernel of Cligès’s self, visibly lacking and stripped of everything without. The shape of the inner empty kernel is further delineated by the surprising completeness of the line “[U]ne chose estïons and[uî]” (We two were one thing, 6238). In a similar but converse fashion, the complex language with which Cligès describes the exchange of souls (which has perplexed many redactors, including the scribe of Michael 569*),​[121]​ is also transformed: from “Et la moie est del vostre f[ors]” to “. . . moie est del vostre f . . .”—from “And my [soul] is from yours [your body] banished [literally, outside]” to “. . . mine is from yours b . . .,” 6240. It is the very word fors, “outside,” which is now outside the visible line, leaving only the “fromness,” the separation of the self and the other.
Perhaps the most remarkable example of such uncanny affinities is the passage immediately following this one, in which Fenice at last breaks her deathly silence and, in a near whisper, begins to speak (Fig. 17): 

	Mes or m’estuet (a f)orce p(leindre), Que la Morz [n]’(a) soing de mon gap. Mervoille iert [?] se vive an eschap, Car molt m’ont li mire blecee, Ma char ronpue et despecee, 	 Et neporquant, [s’i]l pöeit estre Qu’avoec moi [fu](st) çaenz ma maistre, Cele me [fere]it toute seine, Se rien i [pu]et nule peine.

 (Cligès 6250–58; Michael 569*, fol. 9v; Michael 569, fol. 120a) 
[But now I must lament, for death doesn’t care for my joke. It will be a marvel if I escape alive. For the doctors have seriously wounded me and broken my flesh and fragmented me. And yet, if it was possible for my nurse to come here, and if efforts were of any avail, she would restore me to health again.] 

 The very passage in which Fenice laments that her body has been broken and fragmented has been torn and fragmented in the same way. We are reminded of how the malevolent doctors approached Fenice’s body as a supine text to be glossed and bent to their will. Her resolute silence, which she is finally able to break in these lines, is analogous to the recalcitrant text, which may come to life and speak in the right hands. Fenice’s words thus seem to give the mute fragment of parchment its voice. The line describing her broken and fragmented flesh (“Ma char ronpue et despecee”) is itself broken. Ronpue (broken) has been severed and removed; despecee (fragmented) remains. 
In Jewish tradition, damaged and torn books are to be laid to rest in a depository, or genizah, within the synagogue prior to being granted a cemetery burial.​[122]​ In a curious way, Michael 569, with its synagogue-like portals, became the resting place of the torn and damaged Michael 569* (at least until the nineteenth century, when, to extend the metaphor, the fragments were buried within a separate binding). Yet Michael 569 exists on a spectrum of fragmentation with Michael 569* rather than in dichotomous opposition to it. As noted above, the Hebrew book is itself full of gaps and excisions, the work of censors on the lookout for any insult to Christianity (and often, in particular, to Mary). Thus the damaged Jewish text, punctured by the defenders of Mary, is made whole by the damaged Christian text, in which the Marian, textual body of Fenice laments its fragmentation at the hands of Jewish-identified doctors. 
As I have sought to argue in this essay, these two damaged and partial texts speak to and complete one another in profound and paradoxical ways. Although the manuscripts have been separated, each bears the ineradicable trace of the other and of their shared experience across several centuries. At the bottom margin of fol. 119a of Michael 569 and of the fragment that once patched it, we find an identical, bite-shaped hole, the work of a mouse who nibbled through those conjoined pieces of parchment. It seems fitting that a hole should offer such an evocative reminder of the shared life, as it were, of these two manuscripts.
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^6	  Isaac seems to have been a particularly keen participant in this tradition, picking out, decorating, and otherwise identifying his name dozens of times throughout the manuscript. In Michael 569, Isaac signals his name within an escutcheon on fol. 81a, playing on its similarity with the word for ‘strong.’ For more on scribal self-identification and examples of rabbinical condemnation, see Malachi Beit-Arié, “How Scribes Disclosed Their Names in Hebrew Manuscripts,” in Omnia in Eo: Studies on Jewish Books and Libraries in Honour of Adri Offenberg, Celebrating the 125th Anniversary of the Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana in Amsterdam Irene E. Zwiep, E. Schrijver, F. J. Hoogewoud, Sammy Herman, Resianne Fontaine, Julie-Marthe Cohen, Shlomo Berger, eds, Studia Rosenthaliana 38/39 (Louvain, Belgium, 2006), 144–57, esp. 144. For further instances of his self-identification, see Neubauer, Catalogue of the Hebrew manuscripts, no. 1097, col. 300. The full name Isaac b. Samuel occurs on fols. 27b, 29a, 131b, and 132a in Michael 573, and may be that of the patron, if it is not that of the scribe. See also Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library: Supplement of Addenda and Corrigenda to Vol. I (A. Neubauer’s Catalogue), compiled under the direction of Malachi Beit-Arié, ed. R. A. May (Oxford, 1994), no. 1097, col. 171,.
^7	  Calendar beginning with the year 5049 (1288/89), Michael 569, fol. 95a; reference to Meir of Rothenburg as living, Michael 573, fol. 115a. See Beit-Arié, Addenda and Corrigenda, col. 171.
^8	  On the presence of Hebraico-French in relation to the provenance of thirteenth-century Hebrew manuscripts, see Norman Golb, The Jews in Medieval Normandy: A Social and Intellectual History (Cambridge, UK, 1998), 477–78 n. 163. The rite represented by these manuscripts has also been characterized as French: Neubauer, Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts, cols. 299–300.
^9	  The manuscript’s contents are discussed in Reimund Leicht, Astrologumena Judaica (Tübingen, 2006), 76, 81, 112–14; Leicht suggests the structure of the manuscript is closely comparable with that of the Mahzor Vitry. Michael 569 has been used in the preparation of modern editions, including D. Goldschmidt’s Mahzor Sukkot (Jerusalem, 1981); Marcus van Loopik, The Ways of the Sages and the Way of the World: The Minor Tractates of the Babylonian Talmud. Derekh Eretz Rabbah, Derekh Eretz Zuta, Pereq ha-Shalom (Tübingen, 1991); Israel Davidson, “A Didactic Poem of Sahlal b. Netanel Gaon,” Hebrew Union College Annual 3 (1926): 225–55; Shlomo Spitzer, ed., Birkot Maharam (Jerusalem, 1988; reprint, 2010).
^10	  The point is well made by Ilana Tahan, Hebrew Manuscripts: The Power of Text and Image (London, 2007), 7. 
^11	  The texts within the portals in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6 (below) feature reference to gates or doorways replete with spiritual significance. In Fig. 6: “Blessed are you O Lord our God, king of the universe, who opens the gates of mercy for us.”
^12	  For the variety of ways in which Jewish tradition nurtured such a multisensory relationship to the written word from an early age, see Ivan G. Marcus, Rituals of Childhood: Jewish Acculturation in Medieval Europe (New Haven, 1996). In a childhood initiation ritual, honey was spread over the letters on a tablet for the child to lick off (1); among French Jews, the honey might be smeared on parchment (33) and the child encouraged to read the text while swaying his body and chanting (32).
^13	  The censorship of manuscripts like Michael 569, typically targeted against passages seen to make derogatory claims about Jesus, Mary, or Christians, could be carried out by Christians learned in Hebrew, who were, however, in short supply; by converted Jews in need of employment; or preemptively, at the instruction of Jewish owners. For the employment of Jewish converts to Christianity as censors of Jewish texts see Yoel Kahn, “Censorship in Medieval and Renaissance Liturgy,” The Three Blessings: Boundaries, Censorship, and Identity in Jewish Liturgy (Oxford, 2010), 49–50. Kahn observes that Christian censors tended to black out the offending passages with ink, while Jewish owners would carefully scrape them away. On the varied relations between converts and their former community, see Robert Chazan, Reassessing Jewish Life in Medieval Europe (Cambridge, UK, 2010). On the careful censorship of Michael 573, leaving the grammar of the passage intact, see Ruth Langer, “The Censorship of Aleinu in Ashkenaz and Its Aftermath,” in The Experience of Jewish Liturgy: Studies Dedicated to Menahem Schnelzer, ed. Debra Reed Blank (Leiden, 2011), 158 n. 46.
^14	  These censored pages seem tangibly representative of ways in which we think about memory, loss, and narrative. Modern author Jonathan Safran Foer produced his Tree of Codes (London, 2010) with similar concerns about “speaking loss” in mind. Having sought “a text whose erasure would somehow be a continuation of its creation,” he die-cut Bruno Schulz’s Street of Crocodiles to create a further narrative: Guardian, November 20, 2010, http://www.theguardian.com/books/2010/nov/20/jonathan-safran-foer-bruno-schulz. Likewise, Foer’s edition of the New American Haggadah (New York, 2012), with its multiple typefaces and directions of text, inherits many of the distinctive qualities of medieval manuscripts such as Michael 569. 
^15	  Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, whose life and death have generated numerous legends, was arrested in 1286 (first by Count Meinhart of Goerz and then with the approval of Holy Roman Emperor Rudolph I) and imprisoned until his death in 1293. His grave in the Jewish cemetery in Worms—remarkably, undisturbed by the Nazis—still attracts visitors, who to this day leave piles of texts, prayers on slips of paper weighed down by stones and pebbles, atop his fourteenth-century headstone. Meir’s grave, like his treatise in Michael 569, constitutes a meeting place of texts and a conjunction of temporalities and narratives.
^16	  Michael 569*, fol. 3r. Cf. Gregory and Luttrell, “Les fragments d’Oxford du Cligès,” 338–39, lines 5396–418.
^17	  We cannot assume any specific intention in the choice of placement of the patches beyond the orderliness of the placement, which retains the sequence of much of the romance; the decision not to raze the text (unlike that of the Latin Bible); and the decision to paste down one side of the parchment, obscuring it from view, while revealing the other. The patcher seems to have shown a preference for exposing the flesh side of the romance parchment (seven of the eleven patches were pasted in flesh side up). There is no indication that the patcher preferred the side with less visible writing. On the contrary, the fragments with empty space left for the rubricator are almost all face down (fols. 1v, 3v, 8v; lines 3307, 5423, 4116; the exception is fol. 5v, line 4607). These include two of the four hair-side-up folios (3v, 8v). Aside from these apparently technical preferences, one consistency is remarkable: the patcher has occulted every explicit mention of lies and deception in the fragments (fols. 1v, 3v, 4v, 5v, 8v, 10v, lines 3264–316, 5423–64, 3325–32, 4523–48). Also concealed is the only reference to moneylending in the romance (fol. 10v, lines 4064–73), in which the combatants, in the exuberance of their battle frenzy, do not hesitate to return blows with both capital and interest, “usure.”
^18	  Monika Saelemaekers, “Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana HS.Ros.72,” in Omnia in Eo, Zwiep, Schrijver, Hoogewoud, Herman, Fontaine, Cohen, Berger, eds, 158.
^19	  R. Yehudah HeHassid, Sefer Hasidim, Parma, Biblioteca Palatina, MS H 3280. See Sefer Ḥasidim: MS Parma H 3280, facsimile edition, ed. Ivan G. Marcus, (Jerusalem, 1985). Or, alternatively, ed. J. Wistinetzki and J. Freiman eds (Frankfurt am Main, 1924), par. 429, 279, and 280; cited and discussed in Marc Michael Epstein, “Another Flight into Egypt: Confluence, Coincidence, the Cross-cultural Dialectics of Messianism and Iconographic Appropriation in Medieval Jewish and Christian Culture” in Imagining the Self, Imagining the Other: Visual Representation and Jewish-Christian Dynamics in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Periods, ed. Eva Frojmovic (Leiden, 2002), 42 n. 12. 
^20	  In the view of Martha Keil, lead researcher of the project Hebrew Fragments and Manuscripts in Austrian Libraries, “The fact that Hebrew fragments were used as covers and cover fortifications for Christian books attests to the prosecution, expulsion and robbery of Jewish communities during the Middle Ages.” See http://www.injoest.ac.at/projekte/laufend/hebrew_fragments_and_manuscripts/, accessed May 2, 2014.
^21	  Saelemaekers, “Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana HS.Ros.72,” 158. 
^22	  The invitation to turn the text over to read what is written upside down is found in medieval works, including Rashi’s Map of Canaan (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, MS Cod. Hebr.5 [I], fol. 139b, copied in 1233), where, as Benjamin Z. Kedar observes, the path of the Israelites from Egypt to the Jordan moves “from left to right and from west to east”: “Rashi’s Map of the Land of Canaan, ca.1100, and Its Cartographic Background,” ed. Richard J. A. Talbert and Richard Watson Unger, Cartography in Antiquity and the Middle Ages: Fresh Perspectives, New Methods (Leiden, 2008), 162. Christian Exultet rolls narrate the same exodus from Egypt, also using upside-down text as a means of engaging their readers/viewers; in the liturgy of the Easter Vigil, the deacon read from the scroll while the congregation viewed the accompanying images as the scroll slid over the top of the lectern. See Ivan Illich, In the Vineyard of the Text: A Commentary to Hugh’s Didascalicon (Chicago, 1993), 108; Thomas Forrest Kelly, The Exultet in Southern Italy (Oxford, 1996), esp. 30–78. Guillaume de Machaut (d. 1377) would employ upside-down text and musical notation for several singers to use simultaneously. See Jennifer Bain, “‘. . . Et mon commencement ma fin’: Genre and Machaut’s Musical Language in His Secular Songs,” A Companion to Guillaume de Machaut (Leiden, 2012), 80–83. Such formats, whether intentional (as in these cases) or not, require the reader’s discernment, undermining a sense of the text’s finitude and fostering instead a sense of plurivocality, contingency, and paradoxical, irreconcilable interdependence. For modern examples of books that can be opened and read from either end, see Carol Shields, Happenstance (London, 1980); Jack R. Gage, The Johnson County War Is / Ain’t a Pack of Lies (Cheyenne, 1967); Larry Wilde’s series of polemical joke books (New York) such as The Official Jewish / Irish Joke Book (1973); The Official Black Folks / White Folks Joke Book (1975); and The Official Democrat / Republican Joke Book (1976). 
^23	  Jonathan Gill Harris, Untimely Matter in the Time of Shakespeare (Philadelphia, 2009), 15. Harris here discusses the famous example of the Archimedes palimpsest.
^24	  What Harris terms “the temporality of conjunction” bears some resemblance to Chrétien de Troyes’s “molt bel conjointure.” Chrétien’s conjointure describes a highly conscious, ingenious authorial web that seamlessly knits together a wealth of intertextual elements; Harris’s temporality of conjunction refers rather to the qualities acquired fortuitously, even accidentally, by material objects. Yet both are juxtapositions of highly crafted “texts” which, like an alchemist’s recipe, sometimes occasion unforeseeable, highly charged, and reactive effects. 
^25	  Less likely, though possible, is that the repair might have taken place between 1306 and 1394, when small numbers of Jews accepted invitations back to France, only to be expelled again. For a discussion of this expulsion, and the literary traces it left behind, see Susan Einbinder, No Place of Rest: Jewish Literature, Expulsion, and the Memory of Medieval France (Philadelphia, 2009).
^26	  Wendelin Foerster and Alexandre Micha provide this date, and Gregory and Luttrell appear to accept it, but if accurate, it would mean that the texts might have been less than a decade old when they were recycled. See Alexandre Micha, La tradition manuscrite des romans de Chrétien de Troyes (Geneva, 1939; reprint, 1966); Stewart Gregory and Claude Luttrell, “The Manuscripts of Cligès,” in Keith Busby, ed., Les manuscrits de Chrétien de Troyes (Amsterdam, 1993), 1:67–96, esp. 92. We can only speculate on the reasons for the disposal and reuse of this copy of Cligès while it was still almost new. It might have been damaged and discarded, and so passed into a social context available to both Jewish and Christian buyers (an itinerant ragman, say, or a marketplace stall); it might have been given to a Jewish moneylender as collateral and subsequently used for scrap; or it might have been made as a cheap copy in order to be recopied (or “translated” as the Melech Artus was), and then scrapped once the job was done. 
^27	  Although this essay focuses its attention on the relationship between the romance fragments and the Hebrew text, and the related issue of Jewish attitudes to romance, the placement and provenance of the biblical and medical fragments would undoubtedly reward further study. The latter might be fruitfully examined alongside the Hebrew medical recipes based on seasons of the year in the margins of Michael 569, fols. 95a–97a, especially in light of Elisheva Baumgarten’s findings that “Jewish and Christian women exchanged remedies” and that Jewish and Christian women, doctors, and probably midwives were in “constant contact”: Mothers and Children: Jewish Family Life in Medieval Europe (Princeton, 2004), 52. Examination of the biblical fragments could benefit from consideration of the early fourteenth-century commentary on the Book of Kings by Nicholas of Lyra, the Franciscan Hebraist and exegete form northern France: Nicholas of Lyra: The Senses of Scripture, Philip D. W. Krey and Lesley Smith, eds. (Leiden, 2000), especially the chapters by Frans van Liere and Philippe Buc. See also Deena Copeland Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers: Nicholas of Lyra and the Christian Reading of Jewish Text in the Later Middle Ages (Philadelphia, 2007).
^28	  Neubauer, Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts, cols. 300, 303.
^29	  The survival of these manuscripts is exceptional for, as Ivan G. Marcus notes, “After 1306, the French rite dissipated quickly, and few manuscripts survived the fourteenth century.” Marcus, “Why Did Medieval Northern French Jewry (Sarfat) Disappear?,” in Jews, Christians and Muslims in Medieval and Early Modern Times, ed. Arnold Franklin, Roxani Margariti, Marina Rustow, and Uriel Simonsohn (Leiden, 2014), 103.
^30	  Céline Trautman-Waller, “Leopold Zunz and Moritz Steinschneider: Wissenschaft des Judentums as a Struggle against Ghettoization in Science,” in Studies on Steinschneider: Moritz Steinschneider and the Emergence of the Science of Judaism in Nineteenth-Century Germany, ed. Reimund Leicht and Gad Freudenthal (Leiden, 2012), 106–7. On their isolation, see Zunz’s letter to Steinschneider: “Ein Paar arme Leute ausgenommen, die vielleicht etwas thun würden, wenn sie zu essen hätten, ist hier im Gebiete der jüd. Wissenschaft alles todt” (Except for a pair of poor souls, who might be able to do something, if only they had enough to eat, everything in the sphere of Jewish scholarship is dead). Alexander Marx, “Zunz’s Letters to Steinschneider,” Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research 5 (1933–34), (IV a) 118. See also the letter of Adelheid, Zunz’s wife, to Steinschneider: “Wo also sind die Jünger zu finden, die Verstand, Kenntnisse und Liebe hätten, die neu zu bahnende Wissenschaft und meinen Zunz zu lieben und zu unterstützen?” (Where then are the young [scholars] who would have the understanding, the knowledge, and the love to support [both Zunz’s] path-breaking scholarship and my Zunz?) (IV b) 119.
^31	  “Durch das am 10. August d. J. erfolgte Ableben H. I. Michaels in Hamburg ist dessen große Sammlung hebräischer Bücher käuflich geworden, und es würde deren Besitz für jede deutsche Bibliothek eine Zierde und ein wissenschaftlicher Gewinn sein” (Due to H. I. Michael’s death in Hamburg on August 10th of this year, his great collection of Hebrew books has become available for purchase. It would be a prize for scholarship and an ornament for any German library). Zunz miswrote “August” (he was writing in the month of August): Michael had died on June 10, 1846. Letter to the Minister of Education, Eichhorn, August 17, 1846, in Ludwig Geiger, “Zunz im Verkehr mit Behörden und Hochgestellten,” Monatsschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums 60 (1916), 331.
^32	  Roger Middleton, “Index of Former Owners,” in Busby, ed., Les manuscrits de Chrétien de Troyes, 2:154. Zunz’s pleas came too late. Asher had long recognized the value of the collection and already identified Panizzi as a potential buyer. Upon Michael’s death, Asher hastily raised funds (selling his shares in the Prussian Railway at a 75 percent loss) in order to buy the collection. Panizzi was at that time Keeper of Printed Books at the British Museum Library, and would eventually become Principal Librarian. Joseph Zedner, a Hebraist hired by the BML on Asher’s recommendation, confirmed the value of the collection. In his correspondence with Panizzi, Asher gleefully relished the idea of besting King Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Prussia in acquiring the collection (though he may have exaggerated the king’s interest, judging by Zunz’s and Steinschneider’s correspondence with the monarch and his officials). By 1848 the British Museum Library had bought most of the incunabula. Those items rejected by the BML were bought by the Bodleian. See David Paisey, “Adolphus Asher (1800–1853): Berlin Bookseller, Anglophile, and Friend to Panizzi,” British Library Journal 23 (1997): 139. 
^33	  Letter from Zunz to Steinschneider, 1851, in Marx, “Zunz’s Letters to Steinschneider,” (XIII a) 133. The language seems to invoke Psalm 42:1 “Like as the hart thirsts for water, so my soul thirsts for you, oh God!” (כְּאַיָּל, תַּעֲרֹג עַל-אֲפִיקֵי-מָיִם-- כֵּן נַפְשִׁי תַעֲרֹג אֵלֶיךָ אֱלֹהִים.; sicut cervus desiderat ad fonte aquarum, ita desiderat anima mea ad te Deus).
^34	  Middleton has remarked on “this confusing, asterisked shelfmark” (“Index of Former Owners,” 154). Unsurprisingly, a number of scholars overlook the asterisk, unwittingly referencing instead the Hebrew text from which the fragments were removed and which still retains their traces. See, for example, the edition of Méla and Collet, which overlooks the asterisk, noting that “Restent cinq manuscrits fragmentaires: . . . [MS] O Oxford, Bodleian Lib., Oriental Michael, 569: écrit dans le Nord, XIVe siècle (contient 550 vers: 3240–3378, 4441–4589, 5285–5463, 6152–6546)” (288). Other scholars disregarding this humble asterisk include Ruth Harwood Cline in her verse translation of Cligès (Athens, GA, 2000), xxv; and Ingrid Kasten in her German translation, Cligès (Berlin, 2006), 361. See also Arlima: Archives de littérature du Moyen Âge, http://www.arlima.net/ad/Chrétien_de_troyes.html, accessed September 21, 2013. The Arlima description of what it calls “[q]uatre fragments de 550 vers” is an understandable but also somewhat misleading description of the eleven fragments of parchment bearing more than thirty fragments of text. Michael 569* is a comparatively slight volume: approximately 12.5 x 6.75 x 0.5 inches, to Michael 569’s 12.5 x 9 x 2 inches.
^35	  See Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, vol. 4 (Oxford, 1897), 708.
^36	  See Chrétien de Troyes, Sämtliche Werke, vol. 1, Cligès, ed. Wendelin Foerster (Halle, 1884), xxx–xxxvii. Paul Meyer had pointed out the location of the fragments to Foerster as early as 1873; Micha mentions Meyer’s communication to Wendelin Foerster, but not the location of Cligès fragments (except that they are in Oxford): Micha, La tradition manuscrite, 64, 103. 
^37	  “These fragments had been used to repair the edges of damaged leaves in a volume, and in 1882 were separately bound in the volume now containing them” (my emphasis), Gregory and Luttrell, “The Manuscripts of Cligès,” 92. In their edition of Cligès, Arthurian Studies 28 (Woodbridge, 1993), xxii, and in their edition of the Oxford fragments, Gregory and Luttrell maintain silence on the context in which these fragments were found. In the second volume of Busby’s collection, in contrast, both Terry Nixon (in “Catalogue of Manuscripts”) and Roger Middleton (in “Index of Former Owners”) do refer to Michael 569 as a Hebrew liturgical book. See Les manuscrits de Chrétien de Troyes, 2:72 and 154.
^38	  Letter from Zunz to the minister of education, Ladenberg, July 25, 1848, in Ludwig Geiger, “Zunz im Verkehr mit Behörden und Hochgestellten,” 335; my translation. Steinschneider would invoke the same image in the preface to his magisterial work on the role of Jewish scholars and translators in medieval literary history: “[Es ist] überraschend, dass weit mehr christliche Autoren des Mittelalters ubersetzt sind, als Araber nebst deren griechischen Quellen. Fur den Geist giebt es kein Ghetto!” (It is surprising that far more Christian authors of the Middle Ages are translated than Arabs and their Greek sources. For the intellect there is no ghetto!). Steinschneider, Die hebräischen Übersetzungen des Mittelalters und die Juden als Dolmetscher: Ein Beitrag zur Literaturgeschichte des Mittelalters, meist nach handschriftlichen Quellen (Berlin, 1893), xxii.
^39	  This copy would have comprised almost ten gatherings composed of two bifolia each, with two columns of 43–44 lines on each side. By making editorial cuts in the text (for instance, an entire column between lines 6284 and 6326), the scribe ensured that the romance would end precisely at the end of the tenth gathering. Yet the romance would have fallen at least two sides short of the ten gatherings in which it appeared, suggesting that it was not the first text in a collection. For more details of the scribe’s habits and usages, see Gregory and Luttrell, “Les fragments d’Oxford du Cligès.”
^40	  Ibid., 322.
^41	  As I suggest, this perspective fails to take into account the ways in which Isaac, the scribe of Cligès, and their multiple communities of readers, patchers, and binders were each acutely aware of the materiality of their media. Each of these readers and producers made adjustments that expertly intertwined the ink and the parchment with the content of the texts, which they understood to be contingent and ephemeral; as subject to alterations as any material object; and as full of promise and agency in the creation of new contexts, audiences, and combinations of narratives.
^42	  A picture emerges of meticulous curation of the fragments as objects when seen in relation to the Hebrew manuscript, understood as text. This also provides an insight into the medieval workshop in which it was patched.
^43	  Sara Lipton, “The Temple Is My Body: Gender, Carnality, and Synagoga in the Bible moralisée,” in Imagining the Self, Imagining the Other, ed. Frojmovic, 129-164, esp. 131. 
^44	  Robert Chazan calls attention to the role of Innocent IV in altering the findings of the Paris jury to require censorship rather than outright destruction of the Talmud; see Chazan, John Friedman, and Jean Hoff, The Trial of the Talmud: Paris, 1240 (Toronto, 2012). An act of dismemberment, desecration, and domination though it unquestionably was, might not censorship, after the Paris bonfires, have been considered a more benign course of action—at least by ambivalent converts who were employed to carry it out? There are intriguing possible parallels in Robert Darnton’s exploration of the benevolent self-conception of East German censors who “cast themselves as friends of literature, as the crucial middlemen who brought books into being by incorporating them into a plan that would get by the philistines in the Central Committee: fifteen hard-bitten ideologues in the committee’s ‘Culture Division’ working under a dragon lady named Ursula Ragwitz.” Robert Darnton, “Censorship, a Comparative View: France, 1789—East Germany, 1989,” Representations 49 (1995): 53. For the shift in the policy and practice of Christian authorities vis-à-vis Jewish writings, see Kenneth R. Stow, Alienated Minority: The Jews in Medieval Latin Europe (Cambridge, MA, 1992), 258–59; Stow, Popes, Church, and Jews in the Middle Ages: Confrontation and Response (Aldershot, 2007), esp. chap. 4, 23–24, 63 n. 172. See also Jeremy Cohen, Living Letters of the Law: Ideas of the Jew in Medieval Christianity (Berkeley, 1999), 330–31. 
^45	  For further discussion of the collaboration in this manuscript and others, see Joseph Schatzmiller, Cultural Exchange: Jews, Christians, and Art in the Medieval Marketplace (Princeton, 2013), p. 84. See also Eva Frojmovic, “Early Ashkenazic Prayer Books and Their Christian Illuminators,” in Piet van Boxel and Sabine Arndt, Crossing Borders: Hebrew Manuscripts as a Meeting Place of Cultures (Oxford, 2009), 47–48 and  Frojmovic, “Jewish Scribes and Christian Illuminators: Interstitial Encounters and Cultural Negotiation,” in Between Judaism and Christianity: Art Historical Essays in Honor of Elisheva (Elisabeth) Revel-Neher, ed. Katrin Kogman-Appel and Mati Meyer (Leiden, 2009), 281–306, esp. 281, 289–90, and 294. 
^46	  On the manuscript matrix see Martha Rust, Imaginary Worlds in Medieval Books: Exploring the Manuscript Matrix (London, 2008).
^47	  Stephen of Cîteaux, Censura de aliquot locis bibliorum, PL 166, 1373–76.  Discussed in Aryeh Grabois, “The Hebraica veritas and Jewish-Christian Intellectual Relations in the Twelfth Century,” Speculum 50 (1975): 613–634, at 617–18. For the different possibilities of identification for Stephen’s consultant, see D. Kaufmann, “Les Juifs et la Bible de l’abbé Etienne de Cîteaux,” Revue des études juives 18 (1889): 131–33.
^48	  PL 161:1374.
^49	  Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1952). For Andrew’s references to Jewish customs, see 154. For possible Jewish influence on Andrew’s predecessor, Hugh of St. Victor, see 103–5.
^50	  Ralph Niger, De interpretationibus  Hebræorum nominum; see Tony Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin in Thirteenth-Century England, vol. 1, Texts (Cambridge, 1991), 291. Both O’Brien and Hunt quote Ralph Niger’s admission that he did not always understand Hebrew names.
^51	  Aryeh Grabois, “Hebraica veritas,” 618. See also Marcus, “Jews and Christians Imagining the Other,” 209.
^52	  Even if the event is fictional it must have been regarded as plausible. See “Herman the Former Jew: Short Work on the Subject of His Conversion,” in Jean-Claude Schmitt, The Conversion of Herman the Jew: Autobiography, History, and Fiction in the Twelfth Century, trans. Alex. J Navikoff (Philadelphia, 2010), 222; Martin Przybilski, Kulturtransfer zwischen Juden und Christen in der deutschen Literatur des Mittelalters (De Gruyter, 2010), 89. Herman describes a period before his conversion when he felt himself neither Jew nor Christian; as Smalley observes, the opposite could also occur: Study of the Bible, 157.
^53	  Kirsten Fudeman, Vernacular Voices: Language and Identity in Medieval French Jewish Communities (Philadelphia, 2010).
^54	  See Fudeman, Vernacular Voices, 121; Hanna Liss, Creating Fictional Worlds: Peshaṭ-Exegesis and Narrativity in Rashbam’s Commentary on the Torah (Leiden, 2011), 28–34. 
^55	  Susan Einbinder, “Signs of Romance: Hebrew Prose and the Twelfth-Century Renaissance,” in Jews and Christians in Twelfth-Century Europe, ed. Michael A. Signer and John Van Engen (Notre Dame, IN, 2001), 221–33; Einbinder, Beautiful Death: Jewish Poetry and Martyrdom in Medieval France (Princeton, 2002).
^56	  The Fables of Berechiah ha-Nakdan owe much to those of Aesop and share much in common with those of Marie de France. See Berechiah ben Natronai (ha-Nakdan), Fables of a Jewish Aesop, trans. Moses Hadas, preface by David Hadas (Jaffrey, NH, 2001). For fables featuring feigned death, a central theme in Cligès, see no. 23, “Lion and Fox,” 48–49; and no. 99, “Fox, Wagon, Fish,” 178–79. 
^57	  The songs are El-giv’at ha-levonah (To the Hill of Frankincense), preserved in an early thirteenth-century manuscript of the Mahzor Vitry (New York, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, MS 8092, fol. 160v), and ‘Uri liqra’ti yafah, surviving in a miscellany of the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century (Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS Heid. 51, fols. 212v–213r). Cited in Fudeman, Vernacular Voices, 144.
^58	  Jacob Bar Judah, probable author of the Hebrew and Old French Troyes elegies, used both the Song of Roland and the Legend of the Ten Martyrs to articulate and commemorate the tragedy. As Fudeman observes of the lexicon of the Old French version, “Joie e deduit is a common doublet used to express joy in the romance genre. Equally common are the words describing pain and suffering in the elegy: sofrir (suffer), dolor (grief), poine (pain). Meder (melder) and ‘asquer, in contrast, belong to a semantic field concerned with Jewish study, and their use contributes to a ‘poétique de contrastes’”: Vernacular Voices, 51. The references to Roland were previously observed in Susan Einbinder, “The Troyes Laments: Jewish Martyrology in Hebrew and Old French,” Viator 30 (1999): 201–30.
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